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CHAIR’S CHIRP
This is the first newsletter since Knysna’s defining moment
…THE FIRE OF 7TH JUNE.
I think for many years we will talk about “before the Fire” and “after
the Fire”. My deepest sympathies go out to our members who lost
their homes and everything in them: Steve & Barbara Gettliffe, Lorna
Watt, Doug & Hilary Aubert, Sue Brandt and Mike & Anne Clarke.
Things will never be quite the same again in Knysna but people are
slowly getting their lives back together again which is symbolised by
# Knysna Rises. The number of birds visiting our gardens in Knysna
and looking for food has been phenomenal. There have been many
articles on Facebook and other social media seeking advice as to
what to feed. We have been encouraging people to feed the correct
nectar mixture (200ml white sugar only to 1litre of water) and to get
“bone meal” from your butcher, pets mince or cheese to feed the
Drongos and thus discourage them from feasting on bees, which have
taken a huge hammering with the fire.
There have been some unusual birds in our area over the past few months. The first prize must go to the “Antarctic Chicken”,
the Greater Sheathbill on Seal Island in Mossel Bay. Tim Carr’s Reflections Eco Reserve at the Wilderness Lakes has had visits
from a Golden-breasted Bunting, a White-browed Scrub Robin and a Great Spotted Cuckoo.
We have had the following new members joining the Club since our last newsletter: James Coghlan and Bob & Sue Elsworthy
from George; Tim & Jean Hill, Richard Miles, Joan Scholtz and John Crowson from Sedgefield; Albert & Diane McLean and
Jean Phelps from Knysna. I hope you will enjoy being part of the Club and I look forward to seeing you on our outings.
We were very sad to lose our oldest member Norman Elwell at the beginning of July, at the grand age of 98. Jean Boonzaaier,
another long-time member also passed away and we were sorry to lose Oliver and Jean Purcell, when they moved to Cape Town
to be closer to their family.
We have just put out our new programme of outings up until February. With the continuing drought and now the fire, our venues
for outings have been restricted, but I hope you will enjoy those we have chosen. I am also looking forward to our “camp” in
Bontebok National Park in November.
Keep your eyes peeled for the return of our migrants over the next month and enjoy every moment of the great outdoors as you
indulge your passion for our wonderful birds.
Pat Nurse
Chair
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EDITORIAL
The outlook for rain in the near future looks rather bleak, with dam levels on the Garden Route being very low. Has this not contributed
to “slow” birding on some of our outings, whereas bird numbers in our garden have increased dramatically? The unusual birds in our
area have kept the “twitchers” busy adding to their life lists, probably the most exciting being the white chicken, apologies to the Greater
Sheathbill ,which drew boatloads of birders to Seal Island in Mossel Bay. Brian Taggart managed to take some good photographs which
you can enjoy in this newsletter, thank you Brian. For the rest of us sitting on our decks with a cup of coffee and koeksusters, the birds
have been very entertaining as they prepare for the breeding season, Yellow Bishops in full breeding plumage, Pin-tailed Whydahs in
their breeding plumage and long tails and so on. We have had an “invasion” of Cape Bulbuls, with up to twenty five descending on the
feeding station all at the same time. For the first time, we have a pair of Chorister Robin-Chats which come each morning for their daily
cheese intake.
Due to the fires, the indoor talk which was to be given by Jonathan Britton from SANParks was cancelled but we were entertained by Pat
Nurse who took us through her experiences in Uganda and I am sure that many who attended are taking a good look at their bank
balances to see if they can afford to visit this fascinating country. As usual, Dr Mark Brown from Natures Valley Trust once again gave a
very interesting illustrated talk on his month long visit to the Seychelles. For reports on Pat and Mark’s fascinating talks read on and
enjoy.
Drought does affect our birding efforts, the Little Karoo, for example, has recently been almost bird free and the Committee has decided
that it doesn’t merit a visit in the near future. The Committee have tried to find new venues and has drawn up a program which,
hopefully, will result in some good birding over the summer months. If you have any suggestions for future outings please speak to one
of the Committee.
Cecil & Else Hiscock

Chorister Robin-Chat
Photo Cecil Hiscock

NORMAN ELWELL 25/05/1919 - 03/07/2017
I first met Norman in March 2000, when my late husband and I came down from Francistown in Botswana to retire in Knysna. I straight away
joined the Lakes Bird Club and by August I was on the committee as Treasurer, with Norman as the Chairman and his late wife Kay as a
committee member.
Norman was born in Britain, as I was, and his parents brought him out to South Africa as a child, as he was sickly and the doctors recommended a
drier, warmer climate for his health. It certainly seemed to work, as not many people manage to live to the amazing age of 98. He spent most of his
earlier life in Johannesburg, where he qualified as a teacher. He then left that profession and joined AECI in an administrative position. He met
and married Kay, who shared his love of birds. He was a member of the Transvaal Bird Club and developed his love of bird photography at the
same time. It was long before the days of digital photography and so he often had to do things like wading into a dam with his portable
photographic hide, so he was able to take shots of the first Purple Heron to breed in the Transvaal.
The Lakes Bird Club was founded in Sedgefield on 12th February 1988. Norman was obviously involved from the beginning as at the AGM in
1989, apologies were recorded from the Elwells. By August of that year Norman was invited onto the committee as the George representative. In
1992, Norman was elected to the position as Vice Chairman and the following year, in 1993, he became Chairman. The club membership was 91.
In November 1996 Norman was instrumental in organising the LBC to start a monitoring programme for the breeding of the endangered African
Black Oystercatcher, after he had been alerted to the perilous decline in numbers by Prof. Phil Hockey of the ADU at the University of Cape
Town. This was started at Gericke’s Point in Sedgefield, and eventually spread to Brenton and the Knysna Lagoon. Jon and Jenny van der Merwe
were the bird ringers.
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In 1996 the Lakes Bird Club became an Affiliated Club of Birdlife South Africa, giving it more stature in birding circles. Under Norman’s watch
the Club was asked by SANParks to institute a monthly bird count at Thesen Island, which was about to be developed. In February 2005,
Norman’s wife Kay passed away and Norman stood down as Club chair at a Special General meeting in May, after 12 years at the helm. I was
elected to replace him and now I have been here for 12 years.
In 2009 Norman at the age of 90, handed over the Oystercatcher survey to Oliver Purcell. He was starting to find the long walk along the beach a
bit too much. The following year, the Club nominated him to receive an Owl Award from Birdlife South Africa for his 13 years of Oystercatcher
monitoring. He was very excited and honoured. He flew up to Johannesburg and his old friend Alex Swanepoel, ex Dana Bay, looked after him up
there and took him to the awards ceremony. Also in that year the Club gave Norman a surprise birthday party for his 90 th birthday.
On 14th February 2013, the Club held a luncheon in Sedgefield to celebrate its 25 th anniversary. Both Norman and Mary Allan, members from the
Club’s inception were with us.
In June last year we again gave Norman a birthday party, this time for his 97 th. He then gave us a 20 minute, very humorous talk on his early days
of birding around Hartbeespoort Dam. Brian and Muriel Taggart kindly collected Norman from the retirement village and brought him to all the
Club’s afternoon talks and also the Christmas Braai at the end of the year.
The last time I saw Norman was at the Club AGM on11th May, when we prematurely celebrated his 98 th birthday with another magnificent cake,
specially made by Lilly Klopper. After our devastating fire in Knysna last month, Norman phoned me one evening to check that I was alright and
that my home had not sustained any damage. I thanked him profusely for his concern.
Norman was an exceptional gentleman, always courteous and pleasant, although a little reserved. He has been a very special part of the Lakes Bird
Club and his passing away is the end of an era. The fact that the Club is so strong with over 160 members is a testament to all the hard work and
dedication that Norman put into it. We will miss him.

Photo Brian Taggart

OUTINGS
Rondevlei/Reflections eco reserve 6th May 2017
Members and visitors gathered at the Rondevlei SANS Park offices in unexpected large numbers (35) so some quick juggling had to be
done to avoid overcrowding of the hide. Small groups where formed to visit the hide, Link channel and Wolwerivier area in turn, allowing
an hour in each area to search for different species.
The hide gave quality sightings of Purple Swamphen, African Snipe, Greater Flamingos, Black Crake and African Rail to name a select
few! Combined with a variety of the usual loafers – Red-knobbed Coot, Little and Great Crested Grebe, Reed and White-breasted
Cormorants, Pied Kingfisher and Cape Teal.
The link channel area produced Cape Grassbird, African Marsh Harrier, African Fish Eagles x 3, Blacksmith Lapwing and Little Egrets.
Wolwerivier area was quiet with African Reed Warbler seen in the reeds at the causeway and Rock Martins circling overhead. Roadside
revealed Neddicky, Bar-throated Apalis and Fork-tailed Drongo.
We then regrouped at Reflections Eco Reserve (Tim Carr) who walked us through some of his land explaining how they have been
working over the years towards rehabilitating the habitat to its natural environment from the once abandoned pine plantation - still much
work in progress. Cape Canaries, Black-headed Oriole and Purple Heron where seen. Accommodation for hire in the form of wellequipped wooden chalets as well as luxurious bush tents on wooden decks allow visitors to stay much longer.
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Our picnic lunch was taken on the elevated deck of Tim’s house who then talked about their vision and the way forward with various
projects including future training of local bird guides in liaison with BirdLife SA. The same morning Tim photographed a GoldenBreasted Bunting on his lawn, a rarity and first for this coastal area. Many thanks go to Tim and Angelique for their invitation to visit and
see the facilities.
A total of 88 species where ticked. Of further interest is the following:
Feb 2013
90 species (including 7 passes roads)
Jan 2014
71 species (including 2 farm roads)
Feb 2015
82 species
Jan 2016
81 Species
May 2017 88 species
So we seem to plateau at 88 species each time we visit the Rondevlei area irrespective of weather. Brian Taggart

African Swamphen
Black-headed Oriole

Sally Adams Farm/Little Stone Cottage

3rd June 2017

What a spectacular gathering took place when 44 people arrived to see what they could find in this beautiful riverine landscape. Not sure if the
other draw card of the home made cheese tasting afterwards by Sally and Pam had something to do with the numbers? The very hot and
cloudy weather with a strong berg wind and being winter made sure locating birds was going to be a challenge.
The area is vast covering the two farms so habitat was varied from simple walks, river crossings combined with forest plus mountain trails
which challenged the fit and healthy individuals. Pat Nurse, Stan and Jenny Nel had booked the cottage for the Friday evening so when we all
arrived on the Saturday morning a short list had already been started. The forest trail alongside the river gave us Starred Robin-chat, Blackbacked Puffback, Cape Batis while in the shallows of the river birds bathed and cooled off( Greater Double-collared/ Southern Double
collared, Grey, Amethyst sunbirds, Cape White-eyes and Cape Bulbul) using the adjacent shrubs to dry off and preen themselves . A Brown
Headed Kingfisher sat still watching these events.
Another group walking near the cottage saw Yellow-throated Woodland warbler, Bar-throated Apalis and a bushbuck! A group led by Joeline
Louw of Little Stone Cottage walked to the river confluence ticking Speckled Mousebird, African Dusky Flycatcher and Fork-tailed Drongo
while Black-headed Oriole was heard nearby. Many Knysna Turaco entertained us all gliding across the river from tree to tree.
Eventually we all gathered back at the cottage for the cheese tasting - before we had lunch – with money and purchased cheese being rapidly
exchanged. Pam and Sally ably answered the many questions from interested “tasters” about their Leeukloof variety of cheeses they produce
in small quantities “off the grid”
Although the 34 birds ticked was disappointing, target birds of Scaly-throated Honey guide plus African Finfoot were not located, the
enjoyment of a lovely venue with great hosts Pam, Sally and Joeline made for a very relaxing and enjoyable outing.
Brian Taggart
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Cape Batis

Brown-hooded Kingfisher

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Campus, George. 01 July 2017
A new and unknown venue for the Bird Club attracted 35
people including visitors and three young (relatively to the
bird club average age!) very knowledgeable birders
Christiaan Viljoen (with his family), Marco Gous and
Damian van Aswegen. Marco and Christiaan volunteered to
guide groups through the campus gardens then along the
trails winding their way through several forest patches and
Damian through a steeper pristine forest and fynbos trail
towards the Tierkop hiking trail. They were very familiar
with trail routes due to studying at NMMU. The cold
overcast weather conditions made identification of the quiet
flitting shadows in the undergrowth of forest fringes and
drainage lines challenging during most of the morning.
At the sports field a Peregrine Falcon rested high in a pine
tree after being chased by a Pied Crow, so not a bad start for
the morning with Fork-tailed Drongo, Olive Thrush, Hadeda
Ibis and Cape Wagtail feeding from the sports fields. Forest
patches revealed Yellow- Throated Woodland- Warbler
gleaning insects from branches overhanging the pathway.
White-starred Robin was located in the trail undergrowth
while in an open area Terrestrial Brownbul and Cape Whiteeyes feasted on flowering Halleria Lucida bushes. Sunbirds
– Greater Double-collared and Southern started to appear in
Peregrine Falcon
the fynbos areas as the clouds lifted late in the morning.
Further along a forest patch revealed Knysna Turaco and
Blue-mantled Crested Flycatcher who flitted quickly in the
mid-canopy displaying his fan tail.
Starting at the other end of the same trail Christians’ group added to their list African Fire Finch along with Cape Batis. Other ticks
included Scaly-throated Honeyguide, Red-necked Spurfowl, Victorin’s Warbler, and Forest Buzzard.
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As we all gathered to compile our list on the hockey lawn,
Plain-backed Pipits in front of us enjoyed the sunshine
along with a Long-Crested Eagle which glided over us at
a low level probably hoping for some of our lunch.
Species totalled 51 which was excellent for the weather
conditions. This venue should be re-visited in early
summer when bird life is prolific and Flufftails (Buffspotted, Striped and Red-chested) may possibly be seen.
Our thanks go to our three special guides for showing us
their impressive Fauna, Flora and specifically Bird ID
knowledge for this venue.
Brian Taggart

Plain-backed Pipit

INDOOR MEETINGS
PRESENTATION BY PATRICIA NURSE ON RECENT TRIP TO UGANDA – 13 JULY 2017
The meeting, held at the St Francis Church Hall in Sedgefield, was well attended by LBC members, U3A Members and two ladies
from Patricia’s gym (Curves).
The Chairlady welcomed the attendees, and took a few minutes to –

Inform those present of the passing of Normal Elwell at the age of 98. Norman was a very active birder and the previous
Chairman of the LBC. Rest in peace, Norman, and thank you for your valuable contribution
towards birds and birding in the Garden Route.


Wish John Bircher a very happy 75th birthday (he turned 75 on 13 July)



Speak about the recent devastating fires and the impact they have had on the wildlife in the area, the environment and
specifically the bees. It has been noticed that the number of birds getting food from garden feeders has increased dramatically.
It is estimated that three million bees were destroyed by the fires (this figure was submitted based on the number of hives that
were destroyed on farms in the area). As a result of the burn, there is very little for the birds or bees to feed on out there, and
the Fork-Tailed Drongos have been homing in on the surviving bees with a vengeance. Pat requested that this be borne in mind
when garden birds are being fed. In order to stop the Drongos from killing off even more bees, we can put out bone meal
which is obtainable at reasonable cost from any butcher for them to eat. This bone meal can be frozen in small pieces and put
out for the Drongos directly from the freezer.



Inform the LBC members that the August birding outing, which was to have been to the Little Karoo, will now be to
Brackenburn instead as the Little Karoo is still very dry and birding is likely to be disappointing. Information in this regard will
be circulated – please keep an eye on Birdnet. The cost of entrance to Brackenburn will be R30 per head. Please take chairs.

There being no further matters to discuss, Pat Nurse went on to present an entertaining and informative talk and presentation on her
recent trip to Uganda to see the Silverback Gorillas, and to add a few more lifers to her already extensive bird list.
Sir Winston Churchill called Uganda “The Pearl of Africa”, and Pat confirmed that it is indeed so. It is a politically stable country.
Pat briefly described the geography of the country, and provided information to give an idea what it was like there, what the people
and environment were like and where exactly she and her tour group had travelled in order to experience Uganda and what the country
had to offer. She found the Ugandan people to be helpful, polite and friendly. They are self-sufficient in food production as there is
very little in the way of commerce and industry in the country.
The country gets 1000ml of rainfall annually (Uganda is on the Equator), and tea, coffee and tobacco are three of their main export
products.
They make use of Indian motorcycles as their main mode of transport (called “BodaBoda”). These motorcycles are used to maximum
benefit as family transport and taxis, with every available inch being utilized for transport of passengers and/or produce and livestock.
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They make our simple “two-up” way of utilizing motorcycles in South Africa seem positively wasteful! Motorcycle helmets are
unheard of.
The locals call potatoes “Irish” – commonly thought of as coming from Ireland, and the subsistence farming that they do is mostly
carried out by the women who are more accustomed to hard physical work than women in the western world. A fact that drew a round
of enthusiastic applause was that Uganda makes their prisoners plant, cultivate and harvest their own crops – if they do not grow what
they eat, they do not eat.
The actual trek up the mountains to see the Gorillas was done from Bwindi in the Impenetrable National Park – “Impenetrable” being
the operative word! It is a costly excursion which involves a physically demanding hike up steep, densely vegetated slopes through
the forests that are the Gorillas’ habitat. Pat’s group took a total of seven hours to get to the spot where the Gorillas were, watch them
and photograph them for a while and then get back to camp. There are long-suffering guides and carriers who assist tourists by
patiently pushing, pulling and generally cajoling them along the dense, steep terrain. All who complete the trek are rewarded with a
certificate to remind them that they had achieved something amazing.
Apart from the once-in-a-lifetime experience of seeing the dignified and magnificent Silverback Gorillas, Pat also saw Chimpanzee at
the park, the subordinate performing a thorough grooming of the alpha male. Throughout the entire trip, she was able enjoy many
birds that we do not find further south : The Great Blue Turaco (called a “Lipstick Bird”), Grey-backed Fiscal, Vieillot’s Black
Weaver, the Shoebill (a second time for Pat as she has seen this very rare bird previously), Palm Nut Vultures, Finfoot, Blue-Headed
Coucal, Sooty Falcon. Unfortunately, no Green Breasted Pitta to add to the list. The Leucistic Malachite Kingfisher posed for a very
good photograph. An article about this particular bird had featured a short while ago in the Birdlife magazine.
The Grey Crowned Crane is the Ugandan National Bird, and there were many about. The Marabou Stork was also a common sight,
even in urban areas. A beautiful Three-Horned Chameleon crossed a road so that it was clearly visible. These are unfortunately very
popular in the exotic pet trade. Ankole Long-horned Cattle look just like the common cow with massive curved horns; and the
Rothschild’s Giraffe.
It certainly seems that Uganda has a lot to offer the intrepid traveller. John Bircher thanked Pat sincerely on behalf of those present
for her factual and humorous account of her adventure.
Jenny Nel
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Birds of the Seychelles by Mark Brown 17, August 2017
If you’re thinking of going to the Seychelles, a visit to the beautiful island of Cousine may tempt you at R76 000.00 per night sharing.
At that bargain price, in the winter, you will be guaranteed to see many tropical birds, most of which can only be dreamt of as totally
absent or rare vagrants to our shores.
Mark related his many interesting experiences gleaned over four scientific trips he has made to the Island of Cousine as a research
consultant to the Island Management. The island was reclaimed from some rather dodgy agricultural practices some 20 years ago
and has been resuscitated as an exemplary jewel of recreation, research and tourism promotion. For this reason, Mark has been
engaged to do specific research on various bird species and is also responsible for the training of the conservation staff, all of whom
are highly skilled post graduate experts in their own fields. He has also overseen many research projects of master’s and doctoral
students working there. One of Mark’s passions is bird ringing and this knowledge he gladly imparts to those who wish to learn.
Of the most outstanding birds encountered is the Lesser Noddy. These abundant and beautiful winter breeding little birds have the
most outrageous and amusing courting habits which Mark demonstrated with some excellent slides. They nest in trees most
successfully and have proved a great success in their new controlled environment.
Next up is the less abundant, but remarkably humorous Brown Noddy which is about twice the size of the Lesser Noddy. These
more aggressive birds breed at the top of the dune crests and have no fear of passers-by; attacking at will researchers and proving to
be very bellicose in their demeanour.
If you ever wanted to pick up and play with the White-tailed Tropic Bird; be warned, it comes at quite a cost. The bird is totally
unaccustomed to predators, so they are quite happy to be ringed, picked up, weighed, turned up-side down and put in a jug for
weighing, measured, fondled and whatever it is that researchers do best with birds – but the punchline it that they are totally
unaware of their remarkably strong serrated bills. If the use of this casual weapon randomly deployed fails, then it has another
deterrent up its sleeve – it will gladly and copiously discharge its rather evil smelling stomach contents all over you! It is also quite
casual about its egg-laying habits and lays only one egg per year, usually somewhere on the forest floor.
The beautifully delicate Fairy Tern is also one of Mark’s most endearing study subjects. There are some 3 000 of these birds
breeding on the island which is quite miraculous, for as Mark says, they present an example of the most stupid of all birds he knows!
They make no nest at all, but on the strength of some genetic memory locked up in their DNA, still seem to want to breed on
branches – just like that! No nest, no scrape, nothing is offered to keep the eggs “in the nest”. No wonder that there is a great egg
and chick mortality. Mark’s efforts at placing coconut husks at appropriate places on branches has had the effect of doubling the
breeding successes. This project is still being studied and the results evaluated against objective norms.
Various other birds have been studied by Mark and the most iconic is the Seychelles Magpie Robin which has been brought back
from the brink of extinction and has developed a successful population on Cousine. The Seychelles Warbler has also seen reverses in
its almost certain advance towards extinction. In the same way, the Seychelles White–eye has been almost successfully brought back
from extinction. Alas, the latter has suffered predation and has been in a decline. To the researchers’ horror the culprit was found to
be none less than the Seychelles Magpie Robin!
Some bizarre behaviour of the Cousine birds have been observed such as the Seychelles Blue Pidgeon which has the knack of eating
fallen and half fermented fruit which makes them totally tipsy and the long-suffering staff have to be at hand to clean them up in
order to sober them up – only for them to go out and indulge in the same delinquent performance the next day.
Greater Frigate Birds have been observed performing the most outrageous shopping forays. They are pirates and kleptomaniacs of
note and willingly thieve from straggler birds by squeezing them to force them to relinquish their meal only to be scooped up and
savoured by the marauding Frigate Bird.
These and countless other delightful anecdotes had the audience in hysterics and the numerous questions asked and fielded
afterwards attests to the great success of the presentation.
Robert Smith
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FIRE PLEDGE NATURE RESERVE KNYSNA
Apart from being Chair of the Lakes Bird Club, as I am a Committee member of WESSA Knysna, who were one of the co-founders of this 10
hectare nature reserve, the Green Heart of Knysna. I am on the Board of Trustees of the reserve and also the Management Committee.
Today I went for a walk around to see what was left. All the buildings i.e. Manager’s house, an office leased to Sue Swain of Bio-wise ,
storeroom for tools and equipment, public toilets and an Information Kiosk were totally burnt to the ground. Most of the fencing posts along the
Kloof Street boundary are burnt and many of the wooden bridges over the two small streams have also gone.
I was amazed to see how many birds there were, walking and scrabbling around in the burnt areas looking for” braai packs.” There were
Sombre Greenbuls, a large group of Terrestrial Brownbuls, Olive Thrush, Fiscal Flycatcher, Hadedas, Chorister Robin-Chat, Cape White-eyes,
Red-eyed Dove, Cape Turtle Dove and to my great joy, a White-starred Robin. I knew they were on the bird list for the reserve, but I had never
seen one.
Up in the Knysna Sand Fynbos area, which will really benefit from this burn, the Watsonias were already sprouting up bright green and the
Waboom Proteas had shed all their seed from their dead flowers, so they were lying on the ground just waiting for some rain.
This is symbolic of how Knysna and Pledge Nature Reserve will rise from the ashes.

PENGUIN RELEASE –PLETTENBERG BAY
On Saturday morning 10th June, to get some relief from the Knysna tragedy, I went through to Lookout
Beach in Plett to watch Dr Mark Brown of the Nature’s Valley Trust release 5 African Penguins that had
been rehabilitated at Teniqua Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre at the Crags over the past couple of months.
They had washed up on various beaches. Two had injuries, one had avian malaria and the other two were
moulting. Penguins are increasingly being found in the waters off Plett. as the fish stocks in the area are
good. Once the birds had recovered well and had met the health, feather waterproofing and swimming
requirements, they were ready for release. It was decided to release them back into the bay at Plett. as a
prelude to Birdlife assisting in establishing a new penguin breeding colony in Plett. Usually the birds are
taken back to the nearest breeding colony but they often end up back in Plett for feeding, so it was decided
to save them the trauma of the long road journey.
From the millions of African Penguins that used to frequent South African waters there are only about
1800 left so they are now an Endangered Species.
Mark gave a comprehensive talk to the large crowd who had gathered on the beach to watch, while the birds
were in a shade cloth enclosure. Mike Bridgeford, President of Birdlife Plett told me that two of the
Penguins had recently mated, so they were known as the Love Birds.
Once they were allowed out of their enclosure they walked a short way down the beach, looking around
them, slightly to assess their surroundings. They stayed in their group and got increasingly confident as
they obviously saw and smelt the sea. They confidently waddled into the waves and soon disappeared into
bigger waves as everyone applauded. It really was a Feel Good moment for everyone involved.
Pat Nurse
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“FLIGHT FOR
BIRDERS”

Photos Pat Nurse

Photos Brian Taggart
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BIRD IDENTIFICATION & CONSERVATION COURSE

10 & 11 NOVEMBER 2017

'Flight for Birders' was developed to assist novices and experienced birdwatchers to become involved
in bird-watching in a practical and sustainable way. Basic steps in the identification of birds will be
highlighted and the identification of garden birds, water birds, birds of prey and more difficult species
such as swallows, waders and 'little brown jobs' will be discussed systematically. The course is
illustrated with more than 1,600 slides and drawings. Emphasis will be placed on the further
development of the garden Route region as a top birding destination. Important conservation issues
will be discussed and details will be given on how ordinary birders could become involved in
conservation actions. Costs include a practical outing, basic notes and certificates endorsed by
BirdLife South Africa. All other details available from Elaine – see below.

VENUE: St Francis Church Hall, Sedgefield
TIME: 10 & 11 November 2017, both at 09h00
COSTS: R 550-00 per head
To register contact Elaine at 082 455 8402 or mwjasser@mweb.co.za

Next up in our "Is it for the birds?" series is SUET! And the verdict is that suet is
fantastic for birds! There are lots of commercial suet available (our favourite is
Elaine's nutritious Bird Grub!) or you can make your own!
Here is Terry's recipe and the birds LOVE it!
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TERRY'S WINTER BIRD CAKES
2 cups of oats [and /or some nutty wheat bran flour]
2 cups mealie meal (maize meal)
1 cup chunky peanut butter [not containing xylitol or other artificial sweeteners]
1 cup mutton or beef fat [OR veggie oil like Holsum]
1/3 (one third) of a cup of sugar.
1 cup wild bird seed and some extra to "decorate"!!
Buy the fat off-cuts from your butcher. (That is really cheap). Put the fat chunks in a
pot, and cook until it is all rendered. Strain. Let it set. Boil again, strain and let it set.
When you are ready, then put all the dry ingredients into a oven proof bowl. (The fat
goes on really hot, so your dish must be heat suitable). Boil up the fat again
[if you use Holsum veggie oil, you need only melt once and no straining, much
easier than the meat fat and the birds love it just the same]
and add it to the dry ingredients. Stir it all up really well.
You can make balls, but I find it horridly messy. Easier to take some Swiss roll type
tins, line with baking paper, and press the mixture in and flat. Cut into blocks before
they cool. If you make balls and the mixture becomes too hard before you finish,
then microwave it to soften and continue. Roll your balls in the extra wild bird seed,
or press some onto your slabs while the mixture is still soft.
If you don’t have a little basket to hang your treats up in trees, then I know you will
use your creativity to make a plan. If you make holes through the blocks whilst still
soft, you could thread it with a string, Cheep! Cheep!!......You will be so richly
rewarded for your efforts!
This is truly a recipe filled with love
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